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Some companies are veterans in internationalized softwaredevelopment and
they have developed their own localization technologies, which they want to
continue to use with new user interface technologies. However, the new tech-
nology may not be compatible with the localization technology of the company
and so the company needs to extend the user interface libraryto support their
existing technology. The solution has to be flexible in orderto support different
component types as they cannot be supported with a single strategy.

In this thesis a new localization support is implemented forWindows Forms
user interfaces. The implementation is done by dynamicallyextending user
interface components with new properties at design-time. The properties are
used to set translation identifiers for the components. The components are
localized in the designer without need to run the project andthe solution also
allows to add other new functionality such as pseudo-localization.

The presented solution requires that the objects are identifiable either with in-
stance or with property. Most component types fulfill this requirement. How-
ever, some components cannot be fully supported as they havechild objects
that are not identifiable. They require some additional workif they must be
supported and the presented solution is not sufficient per se. Still, the used
extension technique has potential as its use is not only limited to localization.
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mäteknologiat eivät välttämättä ole yhteensopivia entisten ratkaisujen kanssa,
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern global markets cause additional requirements to thesoftware develop-

ment as the software must be internationalized, that is, prepared for localization.

The localization means that the software is translated and culturally adapted for a

specific region. The localization is nowadays considered often self-evident for all

bigger market segments, because a localized software product has a clear advan-

tage against non-localized rival products.

Tekla Corporation has done international software development a couple of

decades and Tekla has developed its own platform-independent technology to de-

fine user interfaces and their translations. The software development has been

done mainly in C/C++, but there are also small amounts of codethat is written in

Java, Visual Basic and some scripting languages. Tekla has used .NET framework

in the product development since it was released in 2002. Initially it was used to

add extension support to existing native applications and to publish programming

interfaces for third-party developers. Lately Tekla’s products have started to use

the .NET framework more extensively and the user interfacesof the .NET appli-

cations have been made with Windows Forms.

The Windows Forms user interfaces should be localized in a similar manner

than the old user interfaces and they should be able to use similar translation

files as the old technology uses.However, the Windows Forms localization is

completely different than the Tekla’s localization technology and so it was neces-

sary to investigate how the Tekla style localization could be used with the Win-
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dows Forms. After the alternatives were compared,the most promising alternative

was to dynamically extend the existing user interface components of the Windows

Formsand this solution is described in this thesis.

Structure of the Thesis

The structure of the thesis aims to be logically ordered and every chapter pre-

pares the reader for the next chapters. First the reader is familiarized with basic

terminology and globalization process. It is vital to know the big picture of the

globalization in order to understand that the solution presented in this thesis con-

cerns only a small and very specific problem area. The subsequent chapters are

more topic-specific as they concern the translation identifiers and their use in real

life software. There is also a chapter about other internationalization related re-

search and it describes some ideas and improvements for the internationalization.

Finally the problem domain and possible solutions are described before presenting

the chosen method to solve the problem.
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Terminology

The terminology is a bit vague in the language industry, because the basic terms

do not have commonly accepted definitions [10]. To avoid confusion one should

always define the meaning of words like globalization, internationalization and

localization. The following sections will describe the terminology as it is used in

this thesis. It also gives some examples about the issues that are related to the

localization and internationalization.

The terms are often abbreviated with the numeronyms: all letters between the

first and last letter are replaced with the number of the omitted letters. Hence the

localization is abbreviated with L10n or l10n, the internationalization with i18n

and the globalization with g11n. These abbreviations are not used in this thesis.

2.1 Localization

The process in which the software is adapted to another locale is called localiza-

tion. The translation of the texts in the user interface and documentation is the

main part of the localization. However, the localization includes much more than

just the translations. There are four kind of issues that localization commonly ad-

dresses: linguistic issues, physical issues, business andcultural issues as well as

technical issues [19].

3
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Figure 2.1: German labels are require more space their English counterparts

2.1.1 Linguistic Issues

Linguistic issues concern all applications that are to be sold to individuals who

do not speak the language used in the application. For a software project there

can be both application and business related resources thatneed to be adapted

to the new locale. The application will require translationfor the user interface

components, online help, documentation, installer and other similar resources.

If the application has spoken audio feedbacks they may require dubbing. The

business related resources include for example marketing materials, web pages

and training materials.

Linguistic adaptation may also impact directly to the software design. For ex-

ample, the space requirements of the translated text may differ significantly from

the original space requirements and, in the worst case, the whole user interface

may have to be redesigned to allow the localization. Of course, this would bal-

loon the cost of the localization process and, as will be explained in Section 2.2,

this kind of problems are tried to avoid with internationalization.

The space requirements are visualized in Figure 2.1. The difference is most

clearly seen in the buttons that have been resized and relocated in order to acco-

modate the longer German labels. If the dialogs are examinedeven closer it is

noted that the description labels do not have equal content.The German version

does not have the final part of the English sentence after the last comma, because

the localizer has not been able to fit it into the available space.
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Figure 2.2: Japanese keyboard allows user to change betweenentry modes

2.1.2 Physical Issues

Software projects are almost completely free of the physical issues. This is quite

natural because physical problems are related to concrete things and software is

purely virtual. However, there are a few things that one should take into account

if the software is embedded in the hardware or if the hardwareis referred in the

software and documentation.

Probably the most obvious physical issue is the problem caused by the key-

board layouts that differ between countries. Some characters do not exist in all

keyboard layouts and that may affect shortcut-key combinations presuming that

those are not localizable. There are also keyboards that have multiple different

input methods that need to be supported if those languages are targeted. For ex-

ample, in Figure 2.2 we see a Japanese keyboard containing extra keys that allow

the user to toggle between generating phonetic syllables and latin characters. The

phonetic syllables are treated specially so the software must be aware of them [24].

Less obvious issues are more hardware related. The line voltage and frequency

varies around the world as do the electrical plugs. The voltage can be anything

from the 100 volts of Japan to the 240 volts of Australia, the frequency is usually

either 50 or 60 Hz and there are 13 different electrical plugsin use. If there is some

wireless technology involved, it must obey the local regulations and standards as

well.

Though the physical issues rarely affect the software design itself, they do af-

fect the software localization process. Both application and documentation should
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refer to correct local information (e.g. line voltage) and the graphical represen-

tations should either reflect the particular hardware in thespecific markets or be

designed to be so general that they can be used everywhere.

2.1.3 Business and Cultural Issues

Maybe the biggest source for technical issues in any projectare the business and

cultural issues unless they are taken into account from the early stages of the

product development. This is because they affect all aspects of the design and

most of them require low-level support if they are to be implemented properly.

For the business it is always important to be pleasant and polite towards all

clients. A lot of business issues could be described also as political issues, because

often politics are the main cause for the business issues. One notorious source for

political issues are maps with controversial borders. In worst case the political

issues may be so severe that the product will be banned by the government.

Still, not all business issues are political. Offensive symbols, graphics or lan-

guage are just as bad. The software may work just fine but the customers may

seek alternatives from other companies if the content offends or causes negative

feelings to them. The French flag to indicate French languagemay seem intu-

itive but it may offend people in other french speaking countries like in Canada or

Switzerland.

Typical culture issues are related to formatting of the data. Addresses, curren-

cies, dates, numerals, telephone numbers and time must all be formatted according

to the local conventions. An application should also display measurements with

correct units and support printing to different paper sizes.

Cultural issues may also affect to the colors and graphics ofthe product, be-

cause as much as they should meet the local cultural norms they should also meet

the local cultural expectations and be intuitive and easy tounderstand [18]. Sym-

bols that are not internationally recognizable need to be adapted to the local cul-

ture. For example, a rural-style mailbox in the United States is often interpreted

as a tunnel by the Europeans [23]. Another example is a check mark that means

correct or OK in many countries but in Japan and Finland it means that some-

thing is incorrect. Japanese localizers may need to convertthe symbol to circle,
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which is their symbol for correct, and likewise the Finnish localizers would use

the commercial minus symbol [3,8].

Most of the cultural issues require substantial local knowledge and its impor-

tance should not be overlooked. Usually companies have to rely on their local

partners to deliver this information unless they have externalized the whole local-

ization process to a third party vendor.

2.1.4 Technical Issues

Formatting issues were mentioned as cultural issues but they are also technical is-

sues. Usually the stored data should work in all versions of the product regardless

of the used localization. The software must do conversions between the storage

and presentation format every time the data is shown or entered.

The conversions between uppercase and lowercase letters are also trouble-

some. There is not always a one-to-one mapping between uppercase and low-

ercase characters. For example, in German the uppercase equivalent of ß is SS.

Some languages do not even have the concept of the uppercase and lowercase

characters.

Sorting rules for the textual data forms another typical problem, because the

alphabets and their ordering varies between languages. In Spanish the letter com-

bination ”ll” is considered as a single letter that is sortedafter the letter l. As a

result the word llave is sorted after the word luz, which is quite the opposite when

compared to the English sorting order.

Even bigger issue is formed by different character encodings. Traditionally

most of the character sets have used one byte for each character so one encoding

may contain at most 256 different characters. For practicalreasons most of the

character encodings are compatible with the ASCII1 by sharing the first 128 char-

acters. However, Chinese, Japanese and Korean require morecharacters so they

have character encodings that use variable number of bytes for each character.

Usually programs designed for western markets need to be adjusted afterwards to

support the multibyte encodings.

1American Standard Code for Information Interchange is a 7-bit character encoding that is
based on the ordering of the English alphabet.
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Figure 2.3: Arabic layout is from right to left

Nowadays things are a bit better because of Unicode standard[8]. The main

goal of the Unicode is to be able to support all possible character sets simulta-

neously and currently it covers over 45.000 characters. It mostly removes the

need for conversions between different character encodings and makes it easier to

process the data.

Finally, not all languages are written from left to right. Languages like Arabic

and Hebrew are written from right to left and furthermore thewhole user interface

must also be laid out from right to left. This is demonstratedin Figure 2.3 that

shows the Wikipedia’s main page in Arabic.

2.2 Internationalization

In the previous section it is explained how much issues are related to the local-

ization. It would be waste of resources if these issues wouldbe solved again and
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again in every new project. Instead it makes sense to solve most of these issues be-

forehand by planning and preparing the product for the localization. This process

is called internationalization.

By LISA’s2 definition, internationalization is the process of enabling a prod-

uct at a technical level for localization [19]. In practice the internationalization

is done by abstracting all the culture, language and market related functionalities

that the product has. By doing this the product will be easy toadapt for specific

market and it does not require any redesigning when it is localized. With per-

fect internationalization the localization process should be reduced to be a pure

translation task.

There is a general rule that if the internationalization is not done properly the

localization will take twice as long and cost twice as much than a similar project

with good internationalization. This rule is about localization generally. In the

software industry the difference can be even bigger [19].

2.3 Globalization

Some companies use globalization as a synonym for the internationalization and

usually they prefer using the term globalization instead ofthe internationaliza-

tion. However, we define the globalization to be a two-step process that binds the

internationalization and localization processes together. Their interrelations are

illustrated in Figure 2.4.

The globalization means all company wide actions that are done to adapt prod-

ucts according to the demands of some specific local market. Typically there are

multiple parallel localization processes going on at the same time, each of them

targeting their own market area. Their success is largely based on the preceeding

internationalization.

In the 1980s, software companies used to have big in-house localization divi-

sions. Nowadays those divisions have disappeared and they have been replaced by

localization vendors, which have specialized themselves in the field of localiza-

tion [13]. To use these service providers the companies mustbe fully committed

2The Localization Industry Standards Association
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Internationalization

LocalizationLocalization
German

Localization
Spanish

Localization
French

Globalization

Figure 2.4: Globalization consists of the internationalization process and multiple
parallel localization processes

to the whole globalization process. If they want to externalize the localization

phase to subcontractors they cannot ignore the internationalization phase, because

it would guarantee the failure of the project.
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The Globalization Process

The globalization process is present everywhere in the product development. The

project planning and preparation is the key for the successful globalization pro-

cess. As it was stated in the previous chapter the globalization includes both the

internationalization and localization processes. Figure3.1 on page 12 shows the

cycle of the globalization process and the relations between internationalization

and localication.

3.1 Project Planning and Preparation

The globalization process requires good planning and preparation or else there

will most likely be expensive costs and problems with the deadlines later in the

project. Potential market areas must be evaluated to get enough information about

the local requirements and related development costs. The internationalization

and localization needs are based on both the market analysisand globalization

requirements. Another important task is the selection of the localization partner,

which has the competencies required by the project. These are the main topics

that are discussed in this section.

3.1.1 Market Evaluation and Globalization Requirements

The first step in the globalization process is to decide the required localization

level that simply specifies how much translation and customization is considered

11
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Project Planning and Preparation

Product Localizability Testing

Product Localization and Testing

Product Design and Development

Preparing for the Next Project

INTERNATIONALIZATION

LOCALIZATION

Figure 3.1: Globalization process has a cyclic nature

necessary for different language editions [16]. The levelsrange from translating

nothing to shipping a completely translated product with customized features. The

selection of the suitable level for each market area is basedon the market analysis.

The market analysis should include both global and local requirements for

the product functionality and content, not forgetting the local business processes

and regulations. An attempt to predict all the potential difficulties in each market

should be made as well as the plans to overcome them. The technical aspects are

taken into account when considering the strategic value andestimated revenue of

the market. The whole evaluation process should use the expertice of the local

representatives and partners in the potential market areas. Based on the results of

the market analysis the company decides the degree of internationalization.

When the market areas are evaluated, the company should produce a global

product specification that describes everything needed in the product internation-

alization and localization. The specification divides the requirements to those

needed by all market areas and to those needed by specific markets. It defines

global content and functionality of the product as well as its local content needs.

In addition, it contains the requirements of local regulations, business processes

and languages. All the requirements are prioritized on their estimated need and

their market value so that their importance can be evaluatedfrom the business

point of view.
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3.1.2 Selection of the Localization Vendor

In Section 2.3 it was noted that the localization process is often outsourced to

localization vendors. The vendors should be chosen very carefully because they

differ in pricing, experience, staff and services. If the vendor is chosen in early

stages of the project, they can provide help for the cost assessment and support for

the product internationalization. This, however, should not be taken for granted

because the provided services vary greatly between different localization compa-

nies and a poor choice may end in disaster. The localization process of the vendor

should be reviewed and its compatibility with the product development process

should be estimated [26].

The localization vendor should understand the product and its target audience.

If the product is targeted to normal end-users, the translation should be informal

and for advanced users the translation should be more technical. The vendor needs

to have translators that are able to fulfill the requirements. Some vendors employ

full-time translators while others use subcontractors. Ifthe company uses subcon-

tractors they may not be able to hire suitable translators intime and the project

schedule may be delayed.

Another question is whether the services of translators or localizers are needed.

Translators do only the translation from one language to another and nothing

more. Localizers, on the other hand, have much wider spectrum of skills. For

example, they may change graphics, set the user interface touse right to left lay-

out and alter the size and position of the components.

It pays off to check the references of the localization vendor. Who are their

biggest clients and how they work with them? Their localization process is most

likely optimized for those clients and their staff is used towork within certain

guidelines. They may find it hard to adjust the localization process to be suitable

for other product development processes, which are not similar to the processes

of their biggest clients.
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Figure 3.2: Localizability can be tested with pseudo-localization

3.2 Product Design and Development

The global product specifications are the basis for the product design as they

define global functionality, user interface requirements and local particularities.

During the product development the localizability of the application should be pe-

riodically tested to ensure that it is free of any design or implementation errors.

Small issues require only bug fixes but bigger problems may demand redesigning

if they have not been addressed before.

As a part of the the product development a localization kit iscreated. It will

be given to the localizers and its main purpose is to help themto work faster and

to improve the localization quality. The localization kit is discussed in more detail

in Section 3.4.

3.3 Product Localizability Testing

The localizability testing is done in order to find and correct any possible design

flaws and bugs that would prevent the localization of the product. The possible

issues include text expansion problems, character encoding problems, hard-coded

strings that should be localizable and sorting problems. Usually the bugs are such

that they only appear after the localization is done. This isa problem because the

localization is done after the product development is finished. However, there are

some methods that can be used to verify the product’s localizability [22].

Pseudo-localization is a simple method that helps to locatemany localizability

issues without the need for real localization [12, 16]. It can be implemented in

many different ways, but the basic principles are usually the same. In Figure 3.2
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there is an example of the pseudo-localization. The lettersin English text are

replaced with similarly shaped non-English symbols like for example a with à or

ä, c withĉ or ç and n with́n or ñ. This kind of substitutions are chosen to keep the

pseudo-localized version readable.

In English the words are relative short and the translationsrequire usually

more space. This can be estimated either by adding extra characters to the En-

glish strings or by duplicating the vowels so for instance the ”Filename” would

become ”Fííľeěñààm̌eě” or ”{Fííl ěěñààm̌eě}”. The latter example has simple pre-

fix and suffix characters that help to identify the cases when the string does not

have enough space and is clipped from either or both ends. With this method

the developer can still understand the meaning of the strings so the user interface

remains usable and it can be tested more thoroughly. It is a clear benefit when

compared to a method that replaces strings with strings thatconsist of random

special characters.

The character substitution method is good for detecting most types of localiz-

ability issues. Still, it is not optimal to detect hard-coded strings. Those are more

easily spotted when all characters in the user interface texts are replaced with ”X”

or some other easily recognizable character.

These two pseudo-localization methods provide good coverage for the com-

mon localizability issues. They help to guarantee that the product international-

ization is done correctly. The pseudo-localization is easyto automatize because

both methods modify the localizable resources according tovery simple rules.

3.4 Product Localization and Testing

Some companies let the third-party contractors and localizers do the whole local-

ization by providing them a package of all necessary files andinformation that is

needed to create a localized version of the product. This package is called a lo-

calization kit and it should contain localization guidelines, schedule information,

build environments, source files and reference materials [16]. The localizers may

also need tools with which they can change the user interfacefonts, resize and

move user interface components, change the text encoding, replace graphics and

modify the keyboard shortcuts.
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Other companies prefer to keep the localization process more in-house. There

are many possible reasons for that. For example, they may notwant to give the

source codes and build environments to subcontractors or they may not like the

idea that the user interface is changed and redesigned by thelocalizer. Anyway,

they should have guidelines for the good user interface design that minimizes the

propability of the user interface changes. The font names, sizes and styles as

well as graphics, icons and colors can be defined in the same resource files as the

translations. If the product can be customized fully with the resource files, there

is no need for the development environment and source code.

Personally I prefer the latter approach because it is able togive better conti-

nuity in the product development. The externalization of the whole localization

process seems to be a fire-and-forget type solution, becauseit does not give any

support for the localization of the future product versions. In my opinion localiz-

ers should be able to change only those things that are explicitly allowed. If the

internationalization has been only partial and there is need to change for instance

the component layout, it should be done in the main project sothat the subsequent

product versions will not suffer from the same layout problem. This way also

the developers get an instant feedback and they will have a better possibility to

improve their skills in the field of the internationalization.

3.5 Preparing for the Next Project

A good globalization process has a cyclic nature. The success, or failure, of fin-

ished globalization process is evaluated and the experiences are used to improve

the process so that the subsequent projects will benefit fromthem. Also all lo-

calized resources are made available for the next project inorder to prevent the

same things to be localized all over again. Usually the translations are stored into

so called translation memory, which is used to do the initialtranslation before the

files are sent to the localizer.



Chapter 4

Localization Bindings

In previous chapter it has been explained why the localizable content must be sep-

arated from the user interface. To do that there must be some kind of mechanism

to bind the user interface components with the localized resources. The basic idea

is simple. All localizable strings are usually replaced with method calls that iden-

tify the substituted string somehow. The method uses this identifier when it gets

the correct translation from the translation database.

One exception to the rule is represented in Section 4.5 when the component

instance is used as an identifier. It does not need the substitution because the

components are referred directly when needed.

Now the main question is what should be used as identifier for the binding.

These different binding methods are described in this chapter and their benefits

and deficiencies are evaluated. Some of their real life implementations are repre-

sented later in Chapter 5.

4.1 Identifying by Integer

In the early ages of the software industry the computers wereslow and with scarce

memory. At those times the efficiency and frugality were wellappreciated. Using

integers as identifiers for the localized texts was a perfectsolution, because the lo-

calized resources could be stored into array and, as a result, they could be indexed

very quickly. Even today there are situations when the software has to work with

17
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Listing 4.1: Obscurity can be a major problem with integer identifiers
// File: Culture_de_DE.cs
// Defines the German translations for the identifiers.
classCulture_de_DE {

public static void Initialize() {
// Translations are specified in string array.
string[] translations =new string[] {

"Öffnen",
"OK",
"Abbrechen",
"Durchsuchen...",

}
LocalizationManager.SetTranslations(translations);

}
}

// File: OpenDialog.cs
// Defines the dialog (only relevant content is shown).
classOpenDialog {

private void Initialize() {
// Component initialization code omitted.

// The translations are obscure when they are referred with pure integers.
this.openLabel.Text = LocalizationManager.GetText(0);
this.okButton.Text = LocalizationManager.GetText(1);
this.cancelButton.Text = LocalizationManager.GetText(2);
this.browseButton.Text = LocalizationManager.GetText(3);

}
}

limited resources so this reasoning is still valid. The embedded devices are typical

examples of such cases.

However, there are some very notable problems with the integer identifiers.

Obscurity is likely the first one to be noted and it is demonstrated in Listing 4.1.

The plain integer does not give any hints about the referred resource. A standard

way to solve this issue is to give the integers meaningful names by defining either

constants or an enumerated type. This way one does never actually use the integers

directly because they are well hidden behind the defined names.

The translations can be defined in one of three ways. All translations can be

defined at once in the array initialization, they can be defined one by one in a

random order after the array has been first allocated or they can be defined in a

resource file. Again they all have their own problems.

The first alternative lacks a straight connection between the identifier names

and the array slots. The completely unconnected identifier and array definitions

are hard to keep synchronized and a simple mistake in either one can cause the
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Listing 4.2: Plain integer identifiers replaced with an enumerated type
// File: Identifier.cs
// Defines the identifiers for the localizable resources. Thelast identifier in the enumeration
// will not have translation. It is used to determine the required array size.
// Note that the enumeration values should be automaticallyassigned because there are no benefits
// for defining the values explicitly.
enum Identifier {

OpenLabel,
OkButton,
CancelButton,
BrowseButton,
LastIdentifier

}

// File: OpenDialog.cs
// Defines the dialog (only relevant content is shown).
classOpenDialog {

private void Initialize() {
// Component initialization code omitted.

// Enumerated type describes the referred translation clearly.
this.openLabel.Text = LocalizationManager.GetText(Identifier.OpenLabel);
this.okButton.Text = LocalizationManager.GetText(Identifier.OkButton);
this.cancelButton.Text = LocalizationManager.GetText(Identifier.CancelButton);
this.browseButton.Text = LocalizationManager.GetText(Identifier.BrowseButton);

}
}

Listing 4.3: Translations defined with the enumerated type
// File: Culture_de_DE.cs
// Defines the German translations for the identifiers.
classCulture_de_DE {

public static void Initialize() {
// The array’s size is determined with a special enumerationmember. In the C# this would not really
// be necessary because there are other means to find out the number of enumeration members.
string[] translations =new string[Identifier.LastIdentifier];

// The translations can be specified in any order.
translations[Identifier.OpenLabel] = "Öffnen";
translations[Identifier.OkButton] = "OK";
translations[Identifier.CancelButton] = "Abbrechen";
translations[Identifier.BrowseButton] = "Durchsuchen...";

// For simplicity we use here a static method to activate the translations.
LocalizationManager.SetTranslations(translations);

}
}

majority of the translations to be broken. Such a mistake canhappen by adding or

removing an item in either one of the data structures and by forgotting to repeat

the action to the other data structure.

The problem with the second alternative is related to the array size. When
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the number of identifiers changes the allocation size of the array must also be

updated to prevent the code from exceeding the boundaries. This problem can be

circumvented easily by defining a special enumeration member that is always kept

last in the enumeration definion. Same applies for constantsbut now the value of

the last constant must be updated manually. Listings 4.2 and4.3 show an example

that uses an enumerated type as identifier.

The third alternative suffers from the obscurity because the integers are used

as keys in the resource file and all the benefits from the definedconstants are lost.

This is often compensated by providing the same informationwith comments in

the resource file. This alternative is suitable when the development environment

is responsible for the code generation and integer assignments.

4.2 Identifying by User Interface Texts

This binding method is especially well-suited when one needs to implement lo-

calization support for an existing application that has notbeen internationalized.

Generally the adaptation is done by surrounding all localizable texts inside a

method call and the text is left as a parameter for the method.The localization

method uses the supplied string as a key when the correct translation is searched

for. One clear benefit of this method is the self-documentingnature of the iden-

tifiers. Furthermore the identifiers can be used as substitute when there is no real

translation available so the localization method can always return a sensible value.

Sadly the identifiers are not entirely trouble-free. This method requires that

each unique text has unique interpretation. Identical strings with different mean-

ings cannot be localized if the target language has distincttranslations for them.

The most simple solution for this situation is to define an additional context pa-

rameter for one of the colliding texts.

4.3 Identifying by Component Name

The component name must not be mixed with the component instance. The bind-

ing process for these two methods is completely different. The component name
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is used in a similar manner than integers or user interface texts and the component

name is simply used to query the translation database. On theother hand, the

component instances are used to directly manipulate the components.

The component names must be unique in the whole application.Often this

requirement is not fullfilled. The user interface components may form hiearchies

that require uniqueness only from the immediate children ofthe each component.

In this case they must be differentiated somehow. One optionis to identify the

components by concatenating their name with the names of their parent compo-

nents.

Because the components are identified by their name, they cannot be renamed

after the localization has been done. Normally this is not a big issue but it may

sometimes complicate the redesign of the user interface. Also all components

must be translated separately even if some of them have identical content because

the components cannot share identifiers.

4.4 Identifying by Arbitrary Name

Identifying translations with an arbitrary name is a generalized version of all other

methods mentioned before. All dependencies to components and component con-

tents are removed. Because there are no dependencies one canbind a single trans-

lation with multiple components. Each of the standard buttons, menus, dialogs

and messages have only single translation no matter how manytimes the transla-

tions is used. Since the identifiers are freely composed strings, they can also carry

some context information: the prefix in the identifier "but_cancel" indicates that

it is a cancel label for a button component.

Applications may use both shared and application specific localization files.

If the shared localization file is very comprehensive by having translations for all

common user interface strings, the developer can create mostly localized applica-

tion by binding the components with the existing translations. The translation is

only needed for the new strings, which do not exist in the shared localization file.

Most of these untranslated strings are application specific.

This is a big benefit when compared to the alternative whereinthe initial lo-

calization is done to all components automatically with thetranslation memory.
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Listing 4.4: Instance binding is totally different approach for localization
// File: Culture_de_DE.cs
// Defines the German translations for the identifiers.
classCulture_de_DE {

// The localization methods are utilizing the overloading.
public static void Localize(OpenDialog dialog) {

dialog.OpenLabel.Text = "Öffnen";
dialog.OkButton.Text = "OK";
dialog.CancelButton.Text = "Abbrechen";
dialog.BrowseButton.Text = "Durchsuchen...";

}

public static void Localize(SomeOtherDialog dialog) {
// Implementation omitted.

}
}

// File: OpenDialog.cs
// Defines the dialog (only relevant content is shown).
classOpenDialog {

private void Initialize() {
/// Component initialization code omitted.

// LocalizationManager forwards this call to the active
// culture class and calls its Localize() method.
LocalizationManager.Localize(this);

}
}

After the initial localization the localizer has to check every translation by hand to

make sure the translation is correct. Furthermore the developer knows the context

of every binding and if the identifiers are clear and intuitive, he is most likely able

to do a better job than anyone else. The localizer lacks comparable insight.

This binding method may seem almost identical to the bindingwith the user

interface texts. In fact, because the only difference is thecontent of the key, their

implementations can usually support both binding methods at least partially.

4.5 Identifying by Component Instance

Component instances are a bit different when compared to theother identifying

methods, because they do not require any changes to the component definitions

of the user interface. However, since the localizations should be separated from

the component definitions, the component instances must be exposed for the lo-

calization purposes. Because the public access for the internal data structures is
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considered as a bad programming style, the programming language should pro-

vide means to limit the access for the exposed components

It is easy to alter all localizable aspects of the components, because they are

fully exposed and the localizations are done with real program code instead of

being defined as plain data. Unfortunately they expose much more than is really

necessary for the localization purposes so this method is a poor choice especially

when the localization process is outsourced. An example of the instance binding

is shown in Listing 4.4.

Usually this binding method requires that each language hasits own version

of the application or alternatively a language specific dynamic library. Dynamic

libraries allow single application to support multiple languages and the languages

can be installed and updated when necessary. It is also possible to build a mul-

tilingual application in single executable, but its release is susceptible to delays

because it depends on all translation projects of the supported languages.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter it has been shown that there are many different binding methods.

They each have slightly different properties and none of them is universally su-

perior to others. The selection of the binding method must bebased on the re-

quirements of the project. Some possible requirements are runtime performance,

simplicity of the implementation, translation database format and identifier type.

Identifying with the integers or component instances is thebest alternative if the

performance is the most critical requirement.However, other properties are gen-

erally more important and the other identifier types are often more suitable than

these two.

If the binding identifiers are managed by the user interface editor, the iden-

tifiers can be integers, component names or component instances. The handling

of these identifier types is natural for the editor. However,these types usually

require specialized editors for the translation files, because the integer identifiers

lack proper context and often the same applies to component names and instances

too. Editors can also use component texts as identifiers, because this identifier

type requires primarily that the editor stores unique identifiers to the translation
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database with optional context information.

If the identifiers are directly managed by the developer,component text and ar-

bitrary name are usually the most suitable identifier types,because they both have

a human-friendly nature. These two identifier types have much in common and

the main difference is that the other uses real user interface strings as identifiers

while the other uses abstract strings. The component text identifiers are always

bound to the default user interface language while the arbitrary name identifiers

remove all dependencies between the default and target languages. This has an

important consequence: arbitrary name identifiers can contain additional context

information while the component text identifiers are limited to the expression of

the default language and the context information must be stored separately.

The easiness of the implementationis more related to other design decisions

than to the identifier type. The component instance as identifier is an exception

though. It requires always some kind of code generator and parser, because the use

of instances requires that the translation database is a source file. If the generated

source file can be edited manually, the parser must be sophisticated to be able to

handle the content.

The properties of the different identifier types can be summarized in a few

sentences.Identifying by component text, component name or arbitraryname

are easy to implement and they do not have any limitations forthe format of the

translation database. The integer identifiers are also easyto store but the abstract

nature of the integers may cause some trouble. The componentinstance is the

most inflexible identifier type, but the direct access to the components makes it

very fast. All in all none of these identifying methods is indisputably superior to

others as the choice is always affected by other design criterias.



Chapter 5

Existing Internationalization

Technologies

At this point it is time to investigate the existing internationalization solutions.

The main focus is on the translations because the other internationalization aspects

such as the date and number formatting are normally standardized and tightly

integrated in the framework. After this chapter the reader should have a general

understanding of some commonly used localization implementations.

5.1 GNU gettext Library

The GNU gettext library is a part of the GNU Translation Project and it provides

a set of tools to help the programmers and translators to produce multi-lingual

applications [1]. It consists of a runtime library, some stand-alone programs and

a set of rules how programs should be written. The translations are identified

with the user-interface strings. In Section 4.2 is an overview of this identification

method.

There are two kind of files in the gettext: portable object andmachine object

files. Portable object files are human-readable and they define the translations for

each translatable string as can be seen in Listing 5.1. Each file contains trans-

lations only for a single target language and the file is namedaccording to the

language. Because the files are human-readable, editing canbe done even with a

25
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Listing 5.1: Snippet of the GCC compiler’s Spanish portableobject file
#: lto−wrapper.c:234
#, c−format
msgid "could not write to temporary file %s"
msgstr "no se puede escribir en el fichero temporal %s"

#: lto−wrapper.c:344
#, c−format
msgid "fopen: %s"
msgstr "fopen: %s"

#. What to print when a switch has no documentation.
#: opts.c:341
msgid "This switch lacks documentation"
msgstr "Esta opción carece de documentación"

#: opts.c:1328
#, c−format
msgid " No options with the desired characteristics were found\n"
msgstr " No se encontraron opciones con las características deseadas\n"

simple text editor but usually specialized editors are used.

The initial portable object file is created from the source files with a tool that

extracts all strings that are marked localizable. The gettext recognizes that pro-

grams evolve and therefore the localizations must be easy tosynchronize with the

new program versions. The gettext provides a tool that is used to merge the ex-

tracted portable object file with the existing file that is localized. The merge tool

comments out obsolete entries that have been removed, adds new untranslated

entries and updates the references to source code in other entries.

The portable object files are intended to be used only in the translation phase.

The finished translations must be transformed to machine object files before they

can be used with the application. The machine object files arebinary because they

are meant to be read only by programs and because the retrieval of the translations

should be efficient.

There is also a compendium portable object file that is used astranslation

memory. It contains common translations that have been saved before and the

translators may do the initial translation with the compendium. Of course they can

also add new and update existing entries in the compendium. The compendium

files are meant to be shared between members in the translation team.
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5.2 Localization with Java

In Java the translations are accessed through resource bundles [2]. Resource bun-

dles are subclasses of the abstract ResourceBundle class. Java provides two differ-

ent implementations, ListResourceBundle and PropertyResourceBundle, but new

resource bundles can be implemented by extending the base class if those two are

not suitable. This may be necessary if the translations needto be fetched from a

database or they need to be identified with something else than a string, which is

the only supported key type in the default implementations.

The ResourceBundle class has a static method to locate and load the bundles

by name. The method combines the given name with the identifier of the de-

fault locale of the system. If the method is called with "MyResource" parameter

and the default locale is en_US (U.S. English) the method primarily uses "MyRe-

source_en_US" as the bundle name. If the bundle does not exist, the method

gradually degrades the name until a matching resource bundle is found. The

"MyResource_en_US" degrades first to "MyResource_en" and then to "MyRe-

source" and if none of them is found the method throws an exception. The re-

source bundles can also share the data if the bundles share the base name, because

the requested resources are searched from the bundles in thedegrading order until

the requested key is found.

The ListResourceBundle is an abstract class with a single abstract method,

which the subclass must implement. This method should return translations as an

array of key-value pairs as can be seen in Listing 5.2. The keymust always be a

Listing 5.2: Example of the Java’s ListResourceBundle implementation
import java.util.ListResourceBundle;

public classMyResource_de_DEextendsListResourceBundle {
protected Object[][] getContents() {

return new Object[][] {
{ "OpenLabel", "Öffnen" },
{ "OkButton", "OK" },
{ "CancelButton", "Abbrechen" },
{ "BrowseButton", "Durchsuchen..." }

};
}

}
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Listing 5.3: The property definition file has very straightforward syntax
# The PropertyResourceBundle supports only string type values.
OpenLabel=Öffnen
OkButton=OK
CancelButton=Abbrechen
BrowseButton=Durchsuchen...

string but the value can be any object type. This can be utilized by instantiating

culture specific user interface components such as a component to show the ad-

dress information. However, because ListResourceBundle must be defined in the

source code, it sets additional skill requirements for the localizers. Often it is bet-

ter to use some other resource bundle type that does have a better editor support

and does not require special skills from the localizers. TheListResourceBundle is

still suitable for some specific localization tasks like specifying the culture specific

components as mentioned before.

The PropertyResourceBundle differs from the ListResourceBundle by being a

concrete class that is not subclassed but instantiated witha parameter that specifies

a property file containing the key-value pairs. The syntax ofthe property file is

extremely simple as can be seen in Listing 5.3. The file contains only key-value

definitions, comments and empty lines. The simplicity has its price though: only

string values are supported. That does not limit its usefulness with translations and

even graphics can be referenced by resource name or file path but more advanced

usage will be cumbersome.

Inprice, Inc. has implemented a new resource bundle for their JBuilder prod-

uct. Their implementation that is ArrayResourceBundle uses integers as keys and

they index the translations in the array. This method was described in the previ-

ous chapter in Section 4.1. It demonstrates quite nicely howmuch more efficient

the integer keys are. ListResourceBundle’s time was over 6,5 times and Proper-

tyResourceBundle’s time was ten times as much as the ArrayResourceBundle’s

time [25]. The tests were made by the JBuilder internationalteam so the results

should be taken with a grain of salt. Still, the results are pretty clear and they are

in line with the intuition.
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Listing 5.4: The .resx files used by Windows Forms are human-editable
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf−8"?>
<root>

<!−− There should be a special header here that is too long to be shown−−>

<data name="BrowseButton"xml:space="preserve">
<value>Durchsuchen...</value>
<comment>Button opens a file dialog.</comment>

</data>
<data name="CancelButton"xml:space="preserve">

<value>Abbrechen</value>
</data>
<data name="OkButton"xml:space="preserve">

<value>OK</value>
</data>
<data name="OpenLabel"xml:space="preserve">

<value>Öffnen</value>
</data>

</root>

5.3 Windows Forms Localization

Windows Forms is an user interface assembly1 for the .NET Framework. Its local-

ization support is implemented with resource files and thereare two different re-

source file formats that are differentiated by their file nameextensions: .resources

and .resx [9].

The .resources file format is a binary format that is embeddedwithin a .NET

assembly and accessed with the ResourceManager class. It supports string re-

sources as well as other type resources. Different languages are supported by

packaging the localized resources as individual satelliteassemblies, which are au-

tomatically found at runtime. The satellite assemblies arelocated in the main as-

sembly’s subdirectories, which are named after the satellite assembly’s language

and region.

The .resx file format is more versatile design-time format for producing .re-

sources files. It is XML so it is also human-editable. Naturally it supports the

same resource types as the .resources format and it has an additional support for

comments and file references. These properties make it superior to the .resources

format for the localization purposes. In Listing 5.4 is a simplified example of the

1An assembly is the primary building block of a .NET application and can take the form of a
dynamic link library or executable file.
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Listing 5.5: Strongly-typed resource reference is verifiable by the compiler [27]
// Traditional fragile resource reference.
MessageBox.Show(resourceManager.GetString("InsufficientFunds"));

// Strongly−typed resource reference that is checked by the compiler.
MessageBox.Show(Form1Resources.InsufficientFunds);

.resx file format.

Strongly-typed resources are an interesting speciality that was introduced in

the .NET Framework 2.0, although there is no technical reasons why it could

not have been implemented in the previous .NET Framework versions [27]. The

strongly-typed resource is a generated class that containsresource key names as

properties and the class is updated always when the .resx fileis changed. The

strongly-typed resources have essentially the same purpose as the constants or

enumerated types have. They replace the fragile name references with references

that are validated by the compiler as can be seen in Listing 5.5. The generated

class itself can be seen in Listing 5.6 on page 31. Another good feature is the

compatibility with code completion so the references can bewritten quickly and

reliably. As a result, the strongly-typed resources provide a nice solution for the

problem how the messages in the source code should be localized.

Each dialog window, a form, has a Localizable property that controls whether

the form should be localizable or not. Normally the propertyvalues of the user

interface components are serialized as simple property assignments. When the

Localizable property is set to true, the values are stored into .resx resource file and

the direct property assignments are replaced with code thatgets the values from

the resource file. In the resource file each value is identifiedwith the component

name that is concatenated with the property name.

The generated code depends on the version of the Visual Studio as the Visual

Studio 2003 uses property assignment model and the Visual Studio 2005 uses

property reflection model. In the property assignment modelthe value part of

the property assignment is replaced with a method call that gets the correct value

from the resource file. In the property reflection model only asingle method call is

generated. First the method loads the resource file completely and then it traverses

the object hierarchy of the form and sets all the values at once.
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Listing 5.6: Generated strongly-typed resource class [27]
[global::System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCodeAttribute()]
[global::System.Runtime.CompilerServices.CompilerGeneratedAttribute()]
internal classForm1Resources {

private static global::System.Resources.ResourceManager resourceMan;
private static global::System.Globalization.CultureInfo resourceCulture;

[global::System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessageAttribute(
"Microsoft.Performance", "CA1811:AvoidUncalledPrivateCode")]

internal Form1Resources() { }

[global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableAttribute(
global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableState.Advanced)]

internal static global::System.Resources.ResourceManager ResourceManager {
get {

if (object.ReferenceEquals(resourceMan,null )) {
global::System.Resources.ResourceManager temp =

new global::System.Resources.ResourceManager(
"WindowsApplication1.Form1Resources",
typeof(Form1Resources).Assembly);

resourceMan = temp;
}
return resourceMan;

}
}

[global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableAttribute(
global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableState.Advanced)]

internal static global::System.Globalization.CultureInfo Culture {
get {

return resourceCulture;
}
set {

resourceCulture = value;
}

}

internal static string InsufficientFunds {
get {

System.Resources.ResourceManager rm = ResourceManager;
return rm.GetString("InsufficientFunds", resourceCulture);

}
}

internal static System.Drawing.Bitmap NationalFlag {
get {

System.Resources.ResourceManager rm = ResourceManager;
return ((System.Drawing.Bitmap)(rm.GetObject("NationalFlag", resourceCulture)));

}
}

}
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The property assignment model tries to get localized value for every localiz-

able property while the property reflection model assigns values only to localized

properties. Usually the number of localizable properties is considerably larger

than the number of properties that are localized. The property reflection model is

more efficient in this situation.

The localization is done with the IDE’s2 user interface designer or with a ded-

icated tool like Windows Resource Localization Editor, WinRes. The WinRes is

essentially a cut-down version of the Visual Studio Forms Designer, which is used

by the Visual Studio IDE. With the WinRes the localizer does not have to install a

full .NET development environment and the localizer only needs the resource files

of the application and the compiled application itself. Thesources are not needed

and it is an advantage when the localization is done by an external localization

vendor.

The actual localization process is pretty much identical tothe normal user

interface editing in the IDE’s designer. The localizable properties are exposed

in the editor and the localizer can change their values as needed. The developer

cannot control which values are exposed to the translators,because this choice is

already made by the developers of the user interface components. This can be

a problem if the developer does not want that the localizer has a possibility to

change the user interface layout or some other particular properties.

Some sources [27] list also .txt and .restext files as possible resource file for-

mats. The both formats are actually the same as the only difference is the file

name extension. They are plain text files with simple key-value pairs for string

resources but they do not have support for comments like the Java’s PropertyRe-

sourceBundle does. Neither do they have a direct support in the .NET framework

and it is the main reason why I do not consider them to be real alternatives for the

localization purposes.

2Integrated Development Environment is a software application that provides comprehensive
facilities to computer programmers for software development.
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5.4 Tekla Technology

Tekla Corporation uses a set of libraries that provide cross-platform support to

all Tekla’s applications. The most important domains supported by the libraries

are database management, user interfaces and graphics [5].With these libraries

Tekla’s products have been able to adapt themselves to new platforms when nec-

essary.

The user interface library is A-kit [6] and it has supported VMS/OpenVMS,

Microsoft Windows and about 15 different unix variants. Current A-kit version

supports Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows Vista andWindows 7.

The first A-kit version was released 1990 and the following major releases were

made 1991, 1995 and 1999. All major releases have incorporated big internal

changes in the A-kit implementation.

The A-kit supports typical user interface components such as buttons, text

boxes, check boxes, labels, graphics workareas, pull-downand pop-up menus,

tool bars and status bars. More advanced features include support for state ma-

chines and connection of the dialogs to the application functions and variables.

The A-kit dialogs use table layout and the content is resizeable.

The user interfaces are designed with AilEd editor [7] and they are stored into

AIL 3 files. The AIL is one sublanguage of MDL4, which is a resource file descrip-

tion language designed in Tekla. In addition to the user interfaces the MDL is used

by other Tekla libraries to define for example databases and database conversions.

The MDL based resource files are handled with R-kit function library [4].

The AIL files, like all MDL based languages, are human-readable hierarchi-

cal object-attribute based languages. The language definition is a list of available

objects and their attributes and child objects. The attribute values can be strings,

integers, floating-point numbers, keyword values or tuples, which are composi-

tions of multiple types. The attributes and child objects can be defined to be either

obligatory or optional as well as repeatable or non-recurring. The language def-

inition file is read by the MDL compiler and it generates C and C# code that is

compiled and linked to the application. The generated code enables the use of

3Application Interface Language
4Multi-purpose Definition Language
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Listing 5.7: Example of the translation definitions in the AIL file
string lbl_open
{

entry = ("enu", "Open");
entry = ("deu", "Öffnen");
entry = ("esp", "Abrir");

};

string but_ok
{

entry = ("enu", "OK");
entry = ("deu", "OK");
entry = ("esp", "Aceptar");

};

string but_cancel
{

entry = ("enu", "Cancel");
entry = ("deu", "Abbrechen");
entry = ("esp", "Cancelar");

};

string but_browse
{

entry = ("enu", "Browse...");
entry = ("deu", "Durchsuchen...");
entry = ("esp", "Explorar...");

};

R-kit functions with the defined language.

The translations are defined in the AIL resource file. An example of the defini-

tions is shown in Listing 5.7. Each translation is defined in named "string" object

and the name of the object is used as identifier for the translation. The object

contains one or more "entry" attributes and the attribute values are compounds of

two strings: language name and translation. The translations can be defined in

multiple files but the storage format dictates that all translations for single identi-

fier must be defined in same file, because the object definitionscannot be splitted.

The localizers cannot share one translation file so in practice they each have their

own language specific copy of the file and the files are combinedinto single file

afterwards. The translation files are edited either with AilEd editor or with StrEd,

which is a specialized editor for the translations.

The AIL file is read by the AIL compiler and translated into an AID binary

file that contains descriptions of the user interface elements including the transla-

tions for all supported languages. The compiler also produces a source file named
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dakbind.c, which contains bindings for callback function pointers and member

offsets of the dialog structures. The dialog structures areused to connect the user

interface data with the application variables.

From the localization point of view the use of arbitrary names as identifiers

reduces the localization costs of the new dialogs, because it is possible to reuse

the common identifiers over and over again. If the identifierswere based on the

component instance they would not be reusable and the total number of the trans-

lations would be considerably larger. This would mean higher localization costs,

because the costs correlate with the number of the translations.

All common internationalization solutions use language specific translation

files as it makes the management of the translations easy. However, the A-kit con-

siders the translations to be a part of the user interface descriptions and therefore

all translations are stored into the compiled AID file. As theAIL format requires

that all translations of single identifier must be defined together, the management

of the translations is unnecessary awkward. The file format design is made on

terms of the A-kit implementation instead of general usability.

Another inconvenience with the AIL format is the lack of Unicode support.

The AIL files containing translations are not really pure text files, because the

translations are defined in language dependent character encodings. The Western

European languages are stored with ISO-8859-1 or ISO-8859-15 encodings but

more exotic languages require their own character encodings. If the file format

would be designed today, it would surely use UTF-8 or some other Unicode en-

coding. However, this encoding issue is mainly a problem if someone wants to

edit the AIL files manually with a text editor instead of the AilEd or StrEd editors.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter it has been shown that the software industry uses many divergent

approaches in the product internationalization. All presented technologies are

succesfully used in large-scale applications, so none of them can be considered

irrelevant. They are all potential candidates for the software internationalization

and the choice between them is usually more dependent on the development plat-

form than on anything else, because the development platform dictates how well
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these technologies are supported.

Most of the localization techniques have to rely strongly onmachine transla-

tion, because the strings in the user interface are not directly linked with existing

translation. The tools must identify identical or similar strings in order to ease the

workload of the localizer. The string maintenance and the avoidance of unneces-

sary and costly translations are considered to be the most important problem in

the field of the localization [15].

The arbitrary names, which the Tekla technology uses as identifiers, reduce

the need for assisted translations, because the user interface developer can reuse

the existing identifiers that have already been translated.The identifiers contain

hints of the context, so it is more likely that the developer is capable to choose the

correct identifier. The reuse of the identifiers applies partly to the GNU gettext

too. However, its identifiers do not normally specify the context so the developer

has to find out where the existing strings are used before he knows if they have

the same context. Because the work is tedious, it is likely that the identifiers are

not checked beforehand and their correctness is verified only at the localization

testing.

The GNU gettext and Windows Forms try not to stress the developer of the

application any more than necessary. Actually this is one ofthe design goals of

the GNU gettext, because the maintainers of the programs already have enough

concerns to worry [1]. On the other hand, the Tekla technology has increased

the workload of the developers by requiring them to add the identifiers for the

components. As a result it is essential that the user interface editors used by the

Tekla technology provide efficient means to find the correct identifiers.



Chapter 6

Improving Localization of the

Applications

There is a lot of room for improvement in the field of the application internation-

alization and localization. In this chapter there is an overview of some ideas and

improvements, which have been proposed by other people. Some of the ideas

have been applied in practice but the majority does not have implementations that

would be publicly available. The purpose of this chapter is to be informational as

the content is generally not related to the area of the thesis.

6.1 Culture Repositories

The software developers have often difficulties to find information about the prop-

erties of different cultures. Either the information does not exist or it is scattered,

inconsistent and difficult to find. The developers are unableto use this informa-

tion, because strict deadlines do not allow them to concentrate on cultural require-

ments. To support their internationalization work, it has been suggested that all

culture-specific information should be stored into a central repository [20,21].

The repository contains culture information that is storedin an uniform man-

ner for all cultures. The same cultural properties and theirimplication to the soft-

ware development are described for every culture in the repository as that makes

it easier to compare the cultures with each other. The consistently presented in-

37
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formation is easy to use by the developers.

In order to improve the accessibility of the information even more, the cul-

tural properties need to be easily browsable. The developers must be able to view

the properties of single culture as well as they should be able to choose some

properties and compare their cultural variations. This could be accomplished by

implementing the culture repository as a web service. In addition to pure infor-

mation, the culture repository can also contain culture-specific resources such as

pictures, symbols and other visual data [14].

The repositories can be organized hierarchically as that will help to identify

the common aspects and differencies in global context. At the top level the cul-

tures can be grouped by continent [21] or according to cultural history. Each level

of the hierarchical model will contain only the informationthat is common to all

underlying cultures. The hierarchy eases the management ofthe culture informa-

tion and the developers can utilize the hierarchy when they implement a support

for the targeted cultures in their program code.

6.2 Integration of the Cultural Aspects

Generally the user interface components and development environments have lim-

ited support for cultural aspects and the user interfaces have very static nature.

Individual components may have some cultural properties that can be altered, but

there are no means to control properly bigger schemes. Even if the user inter-

face is resizeable and it can be flipped horizontally, the layout is still fixed in the

sense of the component positioning in relation to each other. Sometimes it would

be necessary to completely rearrange the layout of some components in order to

make the layout better suitable for the target culture.

One proposed possibility is to implement the cultural features as customizable

options [21]. A profile of default settings is provided for each target culture and

the users are free to adjust the settings further to suit their needs. These settings do

not only cover the typical internationalization features such as formatting and text

direction. The settings may substitute user interface components or even whole

dialogs with others.

Another similar alternative is to make the components culture-aware and let
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them change their appearance and behaviour according to thecurrent culture [15].

The main difference when compared to the previous approach is the placement of

the culture sensitive logic. Here the logic is embodied in the component while the

previous approach has the logic implemented outside of the component and the

components are interchangeable.

The culture-aware components are easier to use with the current user inter-

face design tools, because they can be used like any other user interface compo-

nent. The interchangeable components do not have equal support and they may

be harder to use with visual user interface editors. Still, the interchangeable com-

ponents are more simple to implement and they are more flexible in use, because

they are specialized to one task only.

6.3 Referring Resources from the Source Code

Normally applications need to output various strings from the source code and

these strings must be queried from the localization database. Usually the resources

are got from the localization database by using a string identifier directly in the

source code even though it is well known that it makes the codefragile. If the

resource database supports different value types, the developer must also cast the

resources to correct type. The compiler cannot know if the identifier string is

misspelled or if the returned resource is casted to incorrect type so these errors

will be detected only at runtime.

The string literals should be defined as constants and the resources should be

referenced with the constant value. This limits the number of possible runtime

errors to single constant definition no matter how many timesthe resource is ref-

erenced. However, the writing of constant definitions is still error-prone and there

will still be undetected errors if the resource identifiers are renamed without re-

naming the corresponding constant values. Neither does this resolve the casting

issue.

In order to solve the casting of the resource values, the constant definitions

can be replaced with properties that query the database and return a casted value.

Now both identifier string and resource type are defined in a single place and the

possible misspellings and casting errors elsewhere in the code are detected by
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the compiler. Regrettably the maintenance of the properties is still tedious and

susceptible to mistakes.

The .NET framework has solved this problem with strongly-typed resources

as explained in Section 5.3. In short, the strongly-typed resources are a generated

class that contains the resource identifiers as properties and the string identifiers

are hidden in the property implementation. Because the identifiers are used as

property names, they must conform the naming rules of the properties. This must

be taken into account when the naming policy for the resources is defined.

As the resource class is generated, it is immune to human errors and so the

chain from the resource file to resource references in the source code is completely

verifiable by the compiler. The only remaining possibility for undetected errors

is to build the application with one resource file and then deploy it with another.

Other possibilities for mistakes have been eliminated.

6.4 Automatically Identifying Localizable Content

It has been suggested that the development platform should be able to distinguish

automatically the functionality and the localizable resources [14]. This would

ensure that all localizable content would be included in theresource file and the

developer could not accidentally forget any localizable resources. This would also

make the internationalization process less laborious.

In the Windows Forms the development environment uses attributes to iden-

tify the localizable properties of the user interface components. The development

environment knows that those properties must be treated differently when the user

interface localization support is enabled. As the localizability is specified with

attributes, the localizable properties of the component are decided by the compo-

nent developer and there is no way to customize the behaviourafterwards. This

inflexibility may be a problem if the preselected propertiesare not suitable for the

localization needs of the company.

Pattern based source code analysis can be used to find the localizable resources

in order to make them localizable. The localizable resources are detected with

patterns and then the resources are moved into localizationdatabase and the old

resources in the source code are replaced with a code that gets the values from the
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database. With this method it is possible to make an existingsystem localizable

quickly and inexpensively [11]. It does not address the typical internationalization

issues though, so the result is mediocre at best if the methodis applied to software

that has not been designed with internationalization in mind.

There are additional benefits when the development environment is able to

identify the localizable content as it opens possibilitiesto new helpful features.

For instance, the content can be automatically annotated with an additional metain-

formation such as the type of the component and the componentlocation in the

user interface hierarchy. This metainformation helps to improve the quality of the

localizations and, when there are several target languages, it produces cost saves

by reducing the need for recurring test and correction cycles [17].



Chapter 7

Problem Domain

Tekla has developed user interfaces mainly with A-kit, which is their in-house

developed cross-platform user interface library.1 Nowadays the applications are

primarily made for the Microsoft Windows and, when Tekla adopted the .NET

technology, there were no cross-platform requirements that would have prevented

the use of Windows Forms technology. Soon both old and new technology were

used in parallel.

Tekla’s products are sold in the global markets, so the globalization is a vital

part of the development. The Windows Forms is not compatiblewith the old lo-

calization technology, so it is necessary to investigate how the support for the old

technology could be appended to the existing system. In thischapter the prob-

lem domain is outlined by defining initial requirements and describing different

component types that need to be supported to fulfill the requirements. Then three

alternative solutions are introduced and finally one of themis chosen to be imple-

mented. The implementation is described in the next chapter.

7.1 Requirements

The requirements can be divided into two main categories. Inthe first category are

the requirements dictated by the existing Tekla technology. The second category

1More information about the A-kit and other related Tekla’s technologies can be found in
Section 5.4.
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contains features that will make the system more user-friendly and reduce the

possibilities for errors.

7.1.1 Compatibility with Tekla Technology

The existing Tekla technology defines localization resources with AIL files, which

were covered in more detail in Section 5.4. The AIL files identify culture-specific

values with arbitrary names and the only supported value type is a string. The im-

plementation of the Windows Forms localization is needed tobe compatible with

this technology. Because the default Windows Forms localization uses component

names as identifiers, it is incompatible with the requirements.

The .NET implementation of the A-kit resource files does not support the old

AIL and AID files with multiple character encodings. Insteadthe only supported

encoding is UTF-8. The UTF-8 is reasonable choice, because it is compatible with

old null-terminated strings and it can encode all Unicode character. Thereupon the

multi-language AIL files are easier to handle as the strings use only single encod-

ing. The upcoming A-kit release will also have support for the UTF-8 encoding

in the resource files.

The old technology sets two constraints for the implementation: all localized

resources must be strings and the values must be identified with arbitrary names.

The changes in the A-kit resource file format do not affect thelocalization imple-

mentation, because the resource files are accessed through aresource library. At

first the .NET implementation of the resource library supports only the AIL files,

but the support for the AID files is possible to add later.

7.1.2 Usability Requirements

The development environment should help the developer to set valid identifiers to

the components in order to prevent accidental misspellings. The .NET framework

has value editors that can be either dialogs or drop-down controls, which are in-

stantiated when the property value is edited in the visual designer. The identifier

properties should have associated value editors that display a pickable list of the

existing identifiers.
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Support for strongly-typed resources is another requirement, as it allows the

resources to be referred from the source code with compile-time checked names.

The system should be able to generate the resource class thatcontains all the

defined identifiers. The benefits of the strongly-typed resources were discussed in

Section 6.3.

7.2 Localizable Component Types

The requirements are only the first half of the problem domain. Nowadays the

user interfaces have many conceptually different component types and it is im-

portant to understand the differencies of these types in order to be able to support

them all properly. In the Windows Forms there are four basic cases that must be

investigated and their properties are discussed in this section. This information

is used in the following section where the possible solutions are introduced and

evaluated.

7.2.1 Independent Components

In Windows Forms terminology there are both components and controls. The

components are elements that do not directly appear on the dialogs, but they pro-

vide some useful functionality to the application. For example, timer component

provides a mechanism to call a method at specified intervals.The controls are

visual user interface elements such as check boxes, text boxes, labels and buttons.

The controls are also components, because they extend the component base class.

All components receive a unique name when they are added intothe project. The

user interface designer uses the component name as a field name when it generates

the code and the component instance is stored into the generated field.

The controls form a hierarchy and each control has a Controlsproperty that

returns a collection of the child controls. With this property it is possible to tra-

verse control hierarchy at runtime. The components, however, are not normally

exposed for public access. Albeit the runtime access is possible with some nasty

reflection tricks, there is a better alternative at the design-time. The services of the

integrated development environment give access to all component instances.
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The independent components and controls are easy to extend with new prop-

erties. The .NET framework defines an interface IExtenderProvider that allows

components to provide properties for other components. Normally the devel-

opment environment shows the properties of the components and controls in a

property grid, which allows to view and edit the property values of the selected

object. The extended properties are automatically shown inthe property grid. In

Section 7.2.4 the extenders are discussed more as they pose aspecial case for

component localization.

7.2.2 Components with Child Components

Not all components are independent from others. Some components have child

components, which partially define appearance and functionality of the parent

component. For example, a ListView control has a collectionof ColumnHeader

components that specify the column properties such as column name and content

alignment. Because the columns are components, their instances are stored into

the fields of the class and they can be accessed directly from the user code.

The child components are not as easy to extend as the normal components.

The child component collection is usually edited with a collection-specific editor

that may ignore the extended properties. As a result the extended properties are

shown in the property grid if the component instance is selected directly, but the

extended properties are ignored if the component is edited through the collection

editor of the parent component. Even though this behaviour could be described

as a bug, it must be circumvented, because it exists in the official framework

components.

7.2.3 Components with Child Objects

When the component has child objects, which are not components, there will be

some additional issues when compared to component childs. The components

have always an unique name and they are stored into class fields, but the same

does not apply to the the non-component objects. They may nothave any useful

property for the identification and they are likely to be defined as local variables in
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the generated code. The object instances must either be captured in the generated

code or they must be accessed through the parent component.

The TreeView is typical control in this category. The tree node hierarchy is

made of TreeNode objects, which are not components. The treenodes are an

example of the worst case, because the TreeNode class does not have any good

property to be used as identifier. There are Name and Text properties but neither

is guaranteed to be unique.

7.2.4 Component Extenders

One important property in the .NET is the possibility to extend the existing user

interface components with new properties at design-time. The extenders are im-

plemented as components and they provide functionality that is common to many

different components. A good example is a tooltip componentthat extends all

controls with a tooltip text property. At runtime the tooltip component is respon-

sible for showing the set tooltip values when the mouse hovers over the control

for certain time.

Error provider component is another good example of the shared functionality.

It provides a simple mechanism for indicating to the end userthat there is an error

associated with a control in the dialog. In case of an error the component shows an

optionally flashing icon next to the control. The reason for the error is shown in a

tooltip when the mouse hovers over the icon. The error provider has a method that

sets the error description string and shows the error icon for the specified control.

Normally this method is called when the value of the control is validated.

The main idea behind the component extenders is to separate the common

functionality of the user interface elements into reusablecomponents. The sep-

aration allows the extenders to have common setting properties that specify how

the extender should work with all extended components. The tooltip extender has

properties to control visual style and appearance delay. The error provider has

properties to set the error icon and its blink rate.

The values of the extended properties are stored by the extender component.

Usually the extender puts the values into a hash table that isindexed with the

instances of the extended components. The designer generates automatically the
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necessary code to preserve the values. In order to provide localization support for

the extended properties, one must be able to identify both the extender and the

extended component. There is no direct support in the framework to extend the

component extenders.

7.3 Possible Solutions

In order to be compatible with the Tekla technology, the Windows Forms local-

ization support in the visual designer must be extended. Thelocalization engine

needs to be able to use localization data from the AIL files andthe resources must

be identified with arbitrary names. The goal is to enable the support of the Tekla

technology in all component types that are described in Section 7.2. In this section

alternative extension mechanisms are evaluated.

7.3.1 Custom Resource Manager

The Windows Forms uses normally .resx resources when dialogs are localized.

The development environment generates necessary code to get the resource values

by using concatenated component and property names as a key.The resource

values are got by using a resource manager, which loads the necessary resource

files and returns the set values.

By implementing a custom resource manager, it would be possible to inter-

vene the localization process. Instead of defining translations for each culture, the

developer would specify the AIL identifiers as the values forthe default culture.

The custom resource manager would use the original resourcemanager to get the

identifiers from the resource file and then it would find and return the correspond-

ing translations from the AIL file. So the official localization system would be

utilized as storage for the identifiers, which are resolved to real translations at

runtime.

With this approach all components would be supported in a same way as they

are normally supported by the development environment. This does pose a prob-

lem though. If a component has a collection of child objects,the whole collection

may be serialized and stored into resource file as a single value. Luckily this spe-
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cial case is possible to detect. After the object collectionis get from the default

resource manager, it can be traversed and the localizable properties of each object

can be translated.

With the custom resource manager there is no way to provide help to the de-

veloper when he sets the identifiers. This makes it harder to reuse the existing

translations, because their identifiers must be found by other means. However, it

should be possible to report the identifiers that are missingfrom the AIL file so

they can be corrected if they are misspelled. It might also bepossible to implement

editing support for the translations in the AIL file.

Presumably the biggest problem with the custom resource manager is the in-

tegration with the development environment. The visual designer of the Windows

Forms does not support custom resource managers. The generated code has al-

ways the same hard coded resource manager and there is no easyway to replace

it with the custom resource manager. The simplest alternative is to overwrite the

default resource manager by using a component with custom serialization code.

This is not a robust solution though, because it does only work if the component

is first to be serialized.

7.3.2 Extensions with Component Extenders

The component extenders would seem to be a natural way to extend the existing

components with new properties. With extenders it is possible to introduce addi-

tional properties for the components so the Tekla technology could be supported

by adding new identifier properties, which would coexist with the real properties

that are supposed to be localized. For example, the Text property of the Button

control would have additional TextIdentifier property. At runtime the localization

engine would set the value of the Text property according to the current locale and

the value of the TextIdentifier property. The properties provided by other exten-

ders can be supported by adding a corresponding localization extender for each

existing extender.

Though the idea of the extenders is useful and well reasoned the Windows

Forms framework does not support it as well as it could. As it was explained in

Section 7.2.4 only components can be extended. However, if the component has
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child objects that do not extend the component class, the extenders will not work

with them. The .NET Framework 2.0 introduced several components that were

not compatible with the exteders anymore. The new components are improved

replacements for some existing components.

Another problem with the extenders is their static nature. One extender can

only provide one set of properties. The extender decides by the component type if

the component is supported or not and all properties of the extender are applied if

the extender chooses to extend the component. In order to extend the components

for the localization purposes one would need to implement one extender for each

different component type, because different components have different properties

that need to be localized.

Third problem is being caused by the editors of the componentcollections.

If the property value of the component is a collection of components, it is edited

with a value editor of the collection. The value editor may not have support for

the component extenders and, as a result, the components in the collection do not

have the extended properties when they are shown in the valueeditor. This is a

big flaw, because the editing of the child components is almost always done in the

value editor.

All in all, the component extenders cannot support non-component types and

the design-time support of the child components is only partial. Because of these

deficiencies the component extenders do not provide a propersolution for this

problem. The component extenders could be a real alternative if they were able

to support all component types and the value editors were aware of the extenders.

In addition, it would be beneficial if the component extenders would have more

dynamic nature so that they could provide a selection of properties based on the

extended type.

7.3.3 Extensions with Metadata Substitution

As the component extenders seem to be insufficient to extend the existing user

interface components, the logical next step is to use a lower-level extension mech-

anism that applies to all object types. In the .NET frameworkstatic class infor-

mation can be viewed with reflection. However, there is a runtime layer on top of
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the reflection and the layer enhances the capabilities of thereflection. This layer

is accessed through TypeDescriptor class and the runtime metadata substitution

can be accomplished with it. The only condition is that the system gets the class

information with the TypeDescriptor instead of the reflection. Fortunately the

TypeDescriptor class is heavily used in the .NET framework and the development

environments rely on it when the class information is needed.

The TypeDescriptor can extend both types and distinct instances. The type

information is extended by registering a type description provider, which is used

by the framework to get the extended type information. The type description

providers are chained so several providers can contribute information simultane-

ously. The TypeDescriptor supports both events and properties but methods are

not supported.

The metadata substitution offers interesting possibilities, because it makes

possible to extend the existing types with completely new properties. The new

properties can also replace the existing properties and theextended properties are

fully customizable. The design-time support for identifierselection can be im-

plemented by defining an editor attribute for the extended properties. The editor

attribute specifies the editor component that the visual designer uses when the

developer chooses to change the property value.

7.4 Summary

The alternatives to implement Tekla compatible localization support for the Win-

dows Forms are evaluated and summarized in Table 7.1 and the used symbols are

explained in Table 7.2. If all requirements are to be implemented, only one of the

presented solutions may be able to accomplish them. The component extenders

lack support for pure object types and some value editors do not support them

properly. The custom resource manager does not support custom value editors

and its integration with the code generator is questionable. Only metadata substi-

tution is able to provide the extended properties with custom value editors. Still,

it is unclear how well the existing Windows Forms componentscan be extended

to enable their localization with arbitrary named identifiers. This will be the main

evaluation criteria of the design.
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Custom Resource Manager ++ ++ + ++ no
Component Extenders +++ ++ - + yes
Metadata Substitution +++ +++ + +++ yes

Table 7.1: Evaluation of the alternative solutions to support the Tekla’s localiza-
tion technology in the Windows Forms user interfaces

Symbol Description
+++ Full support. The object type is supported completely and no

additional code is required.
++ Partial support. Some features are missing or the development

environment support is imperfect.
+ Minimal support. Only basic functionality is supported or the

development environment support is missing. Improvementsre-
quire substantial amount of additional code.

- No support. The method is incompatible with the object type.
yes The feature is available for the supported object types.
no The feature is not supported by any object type.

Table 7.2: Symbol descriptions for the evaluations of the solutions
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The value editors themselves are not very interesting subject, as they can be

implemented by following the normal value editor design guidelines. The value

editors do not depend on the other design choices. They only need access to the

translation database in order to display available localization identifiers. Likewise

the class generator of the strongly-typed resources depends only on the translation

database. The implementation of the component extensions and the related design

choices do not affect these two features in any way.
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Figure 8.1: Overview of the Localizer implementation

The original localization support of the Visual Studio is not compatible with

Tekla technology and so the support for Tekla technology is implemented with a

Localizer component that dynamically extends existing user interface objects with

new properties. An overview of the implementation is shown in Figure 8.1. The

implementation is not Visual Studio specific so it works alsowith other integrated

development environments.

The implementation contains three main parts in addition tothe Localizer

component: a TypeManager class to extend types with new properties and col-

lections of component extender and component localizer classes. Each compo-

nent extender class knows how certain component types need to be extended for

53
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Listing 8.1: Serialized values of the Localizer component
// Visual Studio does not use using statements when the code is generated,
// but here we use one to improve the readability of the listing.
using ComponentLocalizers = Tekla.Technology.Localizer.ComponentLocalizers;

// Following snippet is generated into InitializeComponent() method of the form.
this.localizer1.Add(new ComponentLocalizers.PropertyLocalizer(this.okButton, "Text"), "but_ok");
this.localizer1.Add(

new ComponentLocalizers.ListControlLocalizer(this.textStyleComboBox, "Items"),
new string[] {

"style_regular",
"style_bold",
"style_italic",
"style_underline"

});
this.localizer1.Add(new ComponentLocalizers.ToolTipLocalizer(this.toolTip, this.textStyleComboBox), "tip_text_style");
this.localizer1.Add(new ComponentLocalizers.PropertyLocalizer(this.fileMenuItem, "Text"), "menu_file");
this.localizer1.Add(new ComponentLocalizers.PropertyLocalizer(this.quitMenuItem, "Text"), "menu_quit");

localization. The TypeManager class is a helper class for the component exten-

der classes to extend existing types with new properties. The extended properties

enable developer to edit the translation identifiers of the components. The identi-

fiers are persisted by the Localizer component when it is serialized. The Localizer

component is also responsible for localizing the user interface at runtime. The

component localizer classes are used to perform the localization of the compo-

nents.

8.1 Component Localization

Different components have different properties that need to be localized. Simple

components need localization typically for one string property, but some com-

ponents have much more complex requirements like string arrays, enumeration

values or image objects. These varying needs of the components mean that the

localization system must be flexible and able to adapt itselfto different require-

ments. This is especially true when the translation database does support only

string data, but the localizable content includes images and other binary data.

Sometimes the data can simply be encoded as string values, but it can as well be

referenced with file path or resource name.

Another requirement is to be able to persist the translationidentifiers of the
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properties. For simple components the identifiers must be associated with the

property name and the component instance, but for example the properties of

component extenders require that the identifiers are associated also with the com-

ponent extender instance. In short, different properties require different means in

order to be identified uniquely, because the properties are internally different.

The Localizer component uses component localizers to perform the localiza-

tion in a component specific manner. They are also used as keyswhen the trans-

lation identifiers are stored into identifier collection. The type of the component

localizer is dictated by component extenders, as the component extenders specify

a component localizer factory for each property that they add with the TypeMan-

ager class. The TypeManager uses the factory to produce a component localizer

instance, which is used as a key when the property value is either get or set. The

component localizer instance is based on a component instance that is given as a

parameter to the factory method. In Listing 8.1 the component localizers and their

associated translation identifiers are presented in their serialized form.

8.2 Localizer Component

The main part of the implementation is the Localizer component, as it is the center

piece that binds everything together. Components are able to add functionality to

other components as well as to the user interface design infrastructure. In addi-

tion, the development environment stores the state information of the component

automatically by serializing it into the generated source code.

8.2.1 Identifier Storage

The Localizer component has a collection of key-value pairsthat map the prop-

erties of the object instances to arbitrary names used as translation identifiers.

The key must be serializable or else it would not be possible to store the identi-

fier collection. Initially the key was defined as a simple struct with fields for the

component and property names. There was also a context field,as the two fields

are not enough for all identification needs. For example, theproperties provided

by component extenders cannot be identified with only two fields, because the
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extender component itself must also be identified in addition to the extended com-

ponent. Fourth field defined a handler that is able to localizethe component by

interpreting the defined fields correctly.

However, the struct keys were abandoned after it was found out that the seri-

alizer of the .NET framework is able to serialize all types that can be converted

to InstanceDescriptor objects. The instance descriptor provides the information

needed to recreate an instance of the object: a constructor and its parameters. In

order to convert an instance to instance descriptor object,the type must have a

type converter specified with a class attribute.

There are several component localizers and they all are instantiated differently.

The associated type converter must know how the component localizer should be

instantiated for being able to create a corresponding instance descriptor. Instead

of defining a new type converter for each component localizer, all component

localizers share a single type converter and implement an interface with which the

instance descriptor of the type can be created. When the shared type converter

needs to convert a component localizer instance to an instance descriptor, it uses

this interface to get the right instance descriptor.

8.2.2 Localization at Runtime

Both runtime and design-time localization of the user interface components is

done by the Localizer component. The localization process is very simple as the

localization of the components is abstracted by the component localizers. The Lo-

calizer component traverses the key-value pairs in the collection of the translation

identifiers: the keys are component localizer instances andthe values are transla-

tion identifiers. For each key-value pair the translation identifier is used to get the

translation from the translation database and the component localizer instance is

used to set the the translated value into corresponding component.

8.3 Type Extensions

The .NET framework has ability to extend the types at runtimewith TypeDescrip-

tor class, which is especially utilized by the design-time infrastructure. The type
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extension framework of the TypeDescriptor is unnecessary complex for the needs

of the component extenders, so the original framework is hidden with a TypeM-

anager class. The TypeManager provides a simple interface to add and remove

properties for existing types.

The new properties are described with property info objects, which contain all

necessary information to create a new property. The information includes property

name, property type and attributes such as type editor attribute. The type editor

attribute defines the type editor that is used when the property value is edited in

the visual user interface designer.

The property information contains also a factory instance to produce the com-

ponent localizer instances, which are used as identifiers for the values of the ex-

tended properties. The factory method takes a component instance as parameter

and creates a new component localizer instance, which is capable to set the local-

ized value for the component instance.

8.4 System Operation Examined Step by Step

The operation of the Localizer component is most easy to understand by examin-

ing how the system really works.

• Localizer component initializes component extenders. Each component ex-

tender describes new properties for specific component types. The property

description includes name, value type, value editor and keyfactory. The key

factory is used to produce a key that uniquely identifies the component in-

stance and property. All keys are component localizer objects that are able

to apply the localized value for the component.

• When a component is edited in the user interface designer, the TypeMan-

ager administers that the extended properties of the component are shown

in the property grid. The values for the properties are get from the Localizer

component.

• When user edits a value of the extended property, TypeManager stores it to

the Localizer component as a key-value pair. The key is produced by the

key factory of the property.
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• To localize the user interface, the Localizer component processes all stored

key-value pairs and for each pair it gets the translation of the value and uses

the key, which is a component localizer instance, to set the translation.

8.5 Strongly-Typed Resources

In the .NET framework there are two straightforward methodsto generate source

code for the strongly-typed resource. Both methods use CodeDOM types to de-

scribe the source code model. The CodeDOM is a collection of types that rep-

resent many common types of source code elements and the CodeDOM object

graph can be rendered as source code with a CodeDOM code generator. With the

code generators it is possible to generate source code for different languages from

single CodeDOM object graph.

The first method is to simply write a code that generates the CodeDOM object

graph from the used resource file. However, the .NET framework has already a

class that does this for the .resx resource files and the second method is to reuse

this class to generate the object graph. This latter method is suitable when IRe-

sourceReader interface has been implemented for the used resource file format.

Even if the interface has been implemented, the generated object graph requires

some modifications before it can be used with other resource file formats.

There is not much difference in the workload of these two methods. The first

alternative requires more code to be written, but it is also more easy to adapt for

the custom needs. The second alternative is more limited, but there is available

a ready-made example of its implementation [27]. When implemented both ap-

proaches can be used in a similar manner to generate the source code. In the

Localizer component the generation of the strongly-typed resource is done with

the second approach.

8.6 Remaining Problems

The Localizer implementation is not entirely trouble-free. There are some prob-

lems that could not be solved and in the future there may also be additional com-
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patibility issues. In this chapter these problems are described, their severity is

estimated and possible solutions are proposed.

8.6.1 Unsupported Component Types

Components with child objects caused some problems. For example, the child

nodes of the TreeView control cannot be localized, because the tree node objects

do not have any property that could be used as unique identifier. The lack of

identifiers would not be a problem if the tree node instances could be tracked, but

that is not possible because the value editor of the tree nodecollection may replace

instances without warning.

There are some alternatives to solve this problem. One alternative is to extend

the original TreeView and TreeNode classes by inheriting them in order to append

the localization support. Presumably the simplest way to add the localization

support is to replace the value editor of the TreeView’s nodecollection. This

solution would only require implementation of the new collection editor and a

small change in the extended TreeView class.

Another alternative is to implement only runtime support for the TreeView

class. In practice the TreeView class is extended with a boolean property that

specifies whether the TreeView instance should be localized. If the property value

is set true, the child nodes of the TreeView are traversed andproperty values of

the nodes are assumed as translation identifiers and they aresubstituted with re-

spective translations. The tree node objects are not extended with new properties,

but the value editor of the localizable properties should bechanged to the value

editor of the translation identifiers.

The first solution is more laborious as the new value editor requires quite a bit

coding. Still, it provides more complete support than the second alternative, which

does not provide support for design-time localization. Thesecond alternative is

basically a kludge that avoids the need to track the instances of the tree nodes by

storing the translation identifiers into values of the localizable properties.
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8.6.2 Compatibility in the Future

The implementation of the Localizer component is now strongly dependent on the

type extension support of the TypeDescriptor class. The TypeDescriptor works

only if the integrated development environment supports it. There are no guaran-

tees that this mechanism is supported in the future versionsof the development

environments. It is important to evaluate the possible consequences that will fol-

low if the current implementation does not work in the future.

The old translation identifiers are stored through normal component serializa-

tion so they are not affected by the extension mechanism. Even if the extensions

would not work, the old data in the project continues to be loaded and saved cor-

rectly. However, the old translation identifiers cannot be edited and new identifiers

cannot be added through the visual designer. They must be accessed through the

generated source code if they have to be changed.

The extension mechanism does neither affect to the user interface localization

at runtime. The component localizers use only the normal runtime information of

the components, which is provided by the reflection feature of the .NET frame-

work. As a result no data is lost and the existing localizations will work even if

the extension mechanism stops working with some development environments.

8.7 Summary

The implemented dynamic component extension mechanism appears to be a work-

ing concept. It is possible to implement completely new localization framework

by appending new properties to existing components at design-time. The im-

plementation supports arbitrary named identifiers, which are used in the existing

Tekla technology, and the extended properties are edited with custom value edi-

tors, which help user interface developer to assign properties with existing iden-

tifiers. Other new functionality such as pseudo-localization, described in Sec-

tion 3.3, can also be implemented and it does help the developer to ensure that the

user interface layout is compatible with long strings.

Still, this solution is not perfect as the components with child objects could

not be supported properly. This problem case was described in Section 7.2.3. The
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main problem with these child objects is the lack of means to track the object

instances. The objects do not have any property that could beused as unique

identifier and the value editors do not preserve the instances when the object col-

lections are edited. Consequently these objects cannot be localized.

Even though the components with child objects are an unresolved issue, it

does not completely prevent the use of this localization implementation. There

are only a few components that are completely or partly unsupported because of

this limitation and the majority of the Windows Forms components are fully sup-

ported. Most notable unsupported component is the TreeViewcontrol and some

features of the ListView control are also unsupported. If the functionality of the

unsupported components is needed, the components have to bereimplemented.

At least the collection editors for the localizable objectsmust be replaced with

new editors that enable the tracking of the object instances.
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Conclusions

Windows Forms localization support was incompatible with Tekla’s localization

technology and so a new localization support was implemented by dynamically

extending objects at design-time. The used technique requires that either the ob-

ject instances are trackable or the objects have some property, which can be used

as unique identifier. In practice, the technique worked for most of the user inter-

face elements, but some objects could not be supported properly as they did not

fulfill the requirements. There are some alternatives with which the unsupported

objects can have at least partial localization support, butthese methods must be

considered separately for each unsupported object type.

The presented object extension method is not Windows Forms specific and it

can be applied to other user interface component libraries as well. Neither is the

usage of the method limited to the localization, because thesame approach can be

used to implement also other kind of functionality. Despitethe problems that were

encountered, the dynamic design-time object extensions have much potentiality as

they fulfilled almost all requirements.

In a perfect world there would not have been any need for the presented solu-

tion in the first place. The user interface libraries should provide means to extend

and override the default localization system, including the design-time support.

The pattern for flexible and extendable localization systemcould be a subject for

further research.
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